
DOE FACTS* Questionnaire 

The SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory is operated by Stanford University for the U.S. 
Department of Energy.  The DOE requires that SLAC gather and document selected information 
on all Non-U.S. Citizens (including Permanent Residents) who perform work and/or research on 
SLAC premises.  If applying for a job, your answers to the following questions will be maintained 
separately from your application materials and will not be utilized in the determination of 
qualification or suitability for this or any other job opening at SLAC.  Failure to supply SLAC with 
the requested information will preclude you from consideration for employment or on-site 
presence.   

SLAC Contact Name:  __________________________________________________________ 
           (SLAC employee you will visit or work with while at the Lab) 

Legal Name:  _________________________________________________________________ 
Given Name Middle Name Family Name  Suffix 

Are you a Citizen of the United States?   

Yes     Skip the remainder of the form, THEN sign and date below. 

No      Complete the remainder of this questionnaire, THEN sign and date. 

I am a Citizen of: ______________________________________________________________ 
Please list ALL countries in which you currently hold citizenship. 

Place of birth: ______________________________     ________________________________ 
City or Region Country 

Do you have or have you previously had any affiliation (employed by, representative of, student, 
etc.) with an institution or company in any of the following countries?   

No     Yes  If yes, please mark ALL that apply. 

___ Afghanistan ___ Iran ___ Moldova ___ Taiwan 
___ Armenia ___ Iraq ___ North Korea ___ Tajikistan 
___ Azerbaijan ___ Israel ___ Pakistan ___ Turkmenistan 
___ Belarus ___ Kazakhstan ___ Russia ___ Ukraine 
___ China ___ Kyrgyzstan ___ Saudi Arabia ___ Uzbekistan 
___ Cuba ___ Lebanon ___ Somalia ___ Venezuela 
___ Georgia ___ Libya ___ South Sudan ___ Yemen 
___ Hong Kong    ___ Macau ___ Sudan 
___ India ___ Mali ___ Syria 

If yes, please provide details below:  
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Signature          Date  (day-mon-year)

*Foreign Access Central Tracking System ISO - Revised 1-Oct-2014 
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